
       Name ________________ 
 
 

Transition Words and Phrases 
 

Directions: Look up each of the following transition words or phrases in the 
Visual Thesaurus and then write it in the appropriate column in the chart below 
(based on its meaning or purpose). 
 

 
accordingly     all the same     as a matter of fact     also     besides            
consequently     especially     even so     for example     for instance 
furthermore     hence     however     in addition     indeed     in fact 

in particular     likewise     moreover     nevertheless     nonetheless 
on the other hand     on the contrary     particularly     so     specifically 

still     thence     therefore     thus     yet 
 

 
 
 
 

 
to introduce 

a logical 
conclusion 

or 
consequence 

 

 
to show 

contrast or 
“despite 

anything to 
the contrary” 

 

 
 

to introduce an 
additional point 

 
 

to introduce 
an example 
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